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(Photo of notes courtesy of Ray Toy)

Dulac's "Marianne" used on a note designed by another
artist in the more traditional "bank note scroll" style.

Most designers of bank notes and postage stamps are
recruited from the ranks of commercial artists. Only
rarely does an artist famed in the fine arts venture into
the field. One notable exception was Alfons Mucha, ex-
ponent of Art Nouveau, who did the stamp and bank
note designs for his native Czechoslovakia after World
War I. A n oilier was Edmund Dulac, the French-born
miniaturist who designed the Free French notes and
stamps for General de Gaulle in World War II.

De Gaulle decreed that the security paper for those
areas of the French "empire" that remained free of Nazi
dominion should evoke the mission of Free France and

at the same time respect the style and tradition of each
territory. The artist considered best qualified and most
sympathetic to the cause was Toulouse-born Dulac, dis-
tinguished for book and medallic designs as well as a
number of English stamps, including the Coronation
issue of 1937.

Dulac's artistic achievements ranged from portraits to
caricatures to stage settings. He is best remembered for
his illustrations for "Arabian Nights" done in 1907 and
the "Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam" in 1909. He was
especially fond of Persian and Chinese motifs for
miniatures.

The various symbolisms chosen for a dozen colonies'
stamps reflect these interests. They often relate directly
to a colony's tradition; the kagu bird of New Caledonia
is a case in point. The three that were utilized for the
bank notes as well as stamps are the Cross of Lorraine,
the phoenix bird, and "Marianne," the female helmeted
head symbolic of France itself. The notes are listed in
Ray Toy's book World War II Allied Military Currency
(available to members borrowing from the SPMC
Library).

The similarities between Marianne on the bank notes
and the stamps are apparent from the illustrations. The
phoenix bird on the note is rising to the right, while that
on the French Equatorial Africa stamp faces left. Some
of the other stamps in the series are shown also to dem-
onstrate their relation to the delicately designed, bank
note style of Dulac.

Philippine's Note- Sized Stamps

The complaint that postage stamps are getting so big
that you must stick the letter on them rather than vice
versa finds substance in the Philippines issue of 1966
commemorating the 50th anniversary of The Philippine
National Bank. This 2 3/4 x 6 1/4 inch imperforate, multi-
colored stamp is a replica of a 1916 fifty-peso note.
Superimposed on its face is a more normal-sized simula-
tion of a postage stamp showing the progress in com-
merce and industry stimulated by the Bank and appro-
priate inscriptions.

Notes of The Philippine National Bank were preceded
by those of the Bank of the Philippine Islands. The
country's checkered history is further reflected in notes
issued under Spanish occupation in the 19th century, by
Aguinaldo's republic created in 1898. and by Jose
Laurel's Japanese puppet government in World War II.
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